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KUWAIT: People fish from a pier at sunset in Kuwait City, on June 13, 2022. —Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: With the arrival of summer, going to the
beach to cool down by swimming in the sea is the
most popular activity in Kuwait. With the closure of
most sea clubs, public beaches are the only remain-
ing option to enjoy swimming. Unfortunately, visitors
at most public beaches are annoyed by jet ski riders
approaching the beach closely.

Visitors to public beaches from Kuwait Towers till
Mangaf have complained of not feeling safe while
swimming in the sea due to the threat posed by
reckless riders of jet skis. People are especially wor-
ried about the safety of their children, who could be
hit by a fast-moving jet ski that may not notice them
swimming.

According to the law, jet skis and boats are not

allowed to approach the coast or beach closer than
200 meters. “Jet skis can only ride up to 2 nautical
miles (3,704 meters) from the coast. It’s also forbid-
den to rent jet skis for riding after sunset, as they are
not equipped with marine safety devices and navi-
gational lights,” Acting General Director of the
Coastguard Department of the Ministry of Interior
Brig Talal Al-Muwanes told Kuwait Times.

Coastguards can penalize those breaking the law.
“The minimum fine for approaching the beach is KD
100. Reconciliation may be refused, and the case will
be transferred to the misdemeanor investigation
department. More serious sanctions can be taken,
depending on each case or violation,” he explained.

Jet skis should only be ridden by persons older
than 18. “If a violation is committed by a minor, then
they can only be sanctioned for driving a jet ski with-

out a license. If the jet ski renting person agrees to
rent a jet ski to a minor below 18, then he will be tick-
eted and his renting license may be suspended. Other
violations committed by a renter who has a license
will be registered on their name,” Muwanes pointed
out. The coastguard officers conduct daily tours of

locations where jet skis gather. “We also receive
calls from the public over violations by jet skis, and
officers then go to the site. Also, sudden inspections
are frequently conducted, and many times violating
jets are seized,” concluded Muwanes. People can
report any violation by calling 112 or 1880888. 
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Inspectors close
car rental offices
KUWAIT: Commerce and Industry Ministry inspec-
tors closed two car rental offices for violating min-
istry decisions. The offices reportedly compelled
customers to rent for a certain number of days,
failed to produce car repair records and failure to
produce commercial license. The emergency team
documented the violations, as legal action is being
processed.

KUWAIT: A fire broke out in a Fahad Al-Ahmad
area house. Mangaf and Fahaheel fire stations
responded, evacuated the house and put out
the fire. No injuries were reported.

Arab officials discuss
regulations for
keeping inmates
TUNIS: Participants in the 21st Arab meeting for
administrators of punitive and correction institu-
tions have discussed reference standards to clas-
sify and distribute inmates. Secretary General of
the Arab Interior Ministers Council Mohammad
bin Kouman said in an inaugural statement on
Wednesday that the reference criteria have been
put on the table examination for sake of setting
scale of the dangers’ level among the inmates.
Such an approach is necessary for preventing
issues that may be caused by inmates of high ten-
dency for violence, he indicated. The imprisoned
come from various backgrounds thus they cannot
be kept in a random manner behind the bars, oth-
erwise such a chaotic situation may lead to higher
rates of crime, or promoting fanaticism and creat-
ing a ground for coordination among illicit terror-
ist organizations and organized crime gangs, he
elaborated. —KUNA

Kuwait human rights
diwan says stands by
police brutality victim
KUWAIT: A delegation from the National Diwan
for Human rights represented by the head of the
Permanent Committee for Anti-Torture, Racial
Discrimination and Combat Human Trafficking,
Zakaria Al-Ansari, the Head of the Complaints
Committee, Ali Al-Baghli and a member of the
Permanent Committee for Anti-Torture, Taher Al-
Baghli, visited Abdullah Fahad Tami in the hospital
after news of being mistreated by the men of the
General Department of Weapons Investigation.

Tami said that he was arrested in connection
with a case of being accused of possessing a
weapon by the General Department of Weapons
Investigation. He stated that he was deprived of his
right to call or contact a lawyer during the investi-
gation period and was mistreated, he also stated
that he submitted an official complaint to the pros-
ecution against those who mistreated him.

The National Diwan for Human Rights believes

that the torture claim made by Abdullah Tami car-
ries much evidence that supports his claims, and
urges the investigation authorities and the General
Directorate of implementation to deal with the
case transparently with allowing the National
Diwan to follow up with the procedures.

The national Diwan for Human Rights also sup-
ports what the Ministry of Interior has done by
forming an investigation committee to deal with
the claims and hopes that appropriate measure will
be taken to prevent repeated cases of torture, and
requests to participate with the Ministry of
Interior to review all procedures that provide safe-
guards to protect the accused person from being
tortured or mistreated.

The Diwan also expresses its concern about the
procedures of protecting the accused and sus-
pects in general, which requires developing the
procedures of the Public Prosecution and to train
the members of the Ministry of Interior more on
the rights of the accused, with a fair investigation
without violating their rights to treat them
humanely.

The Diwan also stresses the need to develop the
legislative system for protection against torture,
especially separating the forensic medicine and

criminal evidence from the Ministry of Interior,
instead of being two departments affiliated to the
General Department of Investigation, reducing the

period of detention and pretrial detention, and
many important legislative amendments that
require a special law on protection from torture.


